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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Conclusions and outlook

The challenges encountered during the development of the HIFI-FPC, have motivated us to
investigate the application of advanced control strategies to cryogenic chopper mechanisms.
The demonstrator project of the MCC mechanism provided us with a unique opportunity to
develop and verify an advanced control strategy for high performance motion control of cryo-
genic mechanisms in close collaboration with the various interdisciplinary teams involved in
the project.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the development of a hybrid control strategy for high perfor-
mance motion control of nanopositioning mechanisms. A key aspect of this control strategy is
that we perform the step applying FF only. This avoids possible negative influences of the feed-
back controller on settling time, which for astronomical observations would result in reduced
efficiency of the observation.
Although the MCCD only exhibits continuous dynamics, the switch between open and closed
loop, the interchanging of memorized control states and the results presented in [42] on hy-
brid output regulation, have motivated us to cast the problem in the hybrid frame work. This
allowed us to define necessary and sufficient conditions to attain hybrid output regulation (du-
ring the flow dynamics) for the selected astronomical scanning strategies.
The developed control strategy forms an addition to the field of high performance motion con-
trol and can be applied as an alternative to existing methods whenever fast reference profiles
(w.r.t. the closed loop system bandwidth) have to be tracked. This is confirmed by the simula-
tion results presented in Section 3.6 and the application of the method to the HIFI-FPC presented
in Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 describes the cryogenic design of the HIFI-FPC. We show that the requirement for
cryogenic operation limits design freedom and makes testing and calibration of the hardware
more challenging. Following from this we have formulated design rules which are generally
applicable to the development of cryogenic mechanisms.
Especially for space missions, reliability is the single most important requirement, which jus-
tifies a rather rigid and conservative attitude when it comes to the application of new materi-
als as well as actuation and sensing principles. However, the application of advanced control
strategies provides a relatively fast and cost efficient way to further optimize performance of
these mechanisms. We therefore conclude that the application of advanced control strategies
for chopper mechanisms is vital to meet the requirements imposed by the next generation tele-
scopes. The 37% improvement in settling time of the HIFI-FPC, when applying the hybrid
controller instead of the original controller, supports this conclusion.

In Chapter 6 we present the system identification, control synthesis (both hybrid and repe-
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titive control) and test results of the MCCD hardware. The final performance of the hardware
is very good. Most requirements can already be met and the system shows good robustness to
temperature variations in the setup.
Hysteresis has manifested itself during the final test campaign of the hardware. It is a side effect
of the novel VCA design, which has been optimized to minimize the moving mass and increase
the force constant of the actuator. Modelling of the hysteresis has provided us with valuable in-
sight about the characteristics and observed non linear behaviour of the plant but did not result
in a system model accurate enough to be used for FF design.
The hybrid controller requires a highly accurate system model for the design of the FF-input,
as do all model based FF strategies. We conclude that a controller with the ability to learn (i.e.,
repetitive control) is more robust to model uncertainties and is therefore essential to meet the
stringent requirements on settling time of the mechanism.

The close and interdisciplinary collaboration between the different teams during the devel-
opment of the MCCD mechanism, has been one of the key ingredients to reach the excellent
performance of the final hardware. When developing advanced instrumentation, particularly
when involving the highly interdisciplinary field of mechatronics, following an integrated de-
sign approach is absolutely essential.

The performed test program described in Chapter 6 concludes the METIS Cold Chopper
Demonstrator project. Because of the very promising results when applying the repetitive con-
troller, it has been decided not to change the MCC design significantly for the final hardware.
This means no reduction of hysteresis in the actuators. We believe that detailed tuning of the
feedback controller in the final setup, and limiting the amplifier range will suffice to meet the
positional stability requirement. Recommendations concerning the allowed resonance spec-
trum of the mechanical interface of the MCCD with the METIS instrument have been provided
to the METIS design team. Implementation of these recommendations should avoid problems
with the repetitive controller caused by low frequency resonant behaviour of the mechanical
interface, as has been observed when chopping in θx during the test phase of the MCCD.

7.2 Future work

In this thesis we have adressed the problem of high performance motion control of cryogenic
chopper mechanisms for scanning in astronomical observations. Here we discuss some of the
issues that follow from the work presented here.

• In Section 3.6 simulation results are provided which for the considered plants show that
performing the step with feedforward only results in faster settling when fast reference
profiles are being considered. Rigorous analysis to define a criterion for the choice be-
tween feedforward only or feedforward in combination with a feedback controller, when
applying reference profiles with high frequency content, would improve the applicability
of the method.

• The result on hybrid output regulation for scanning (Section 3.4) is only valid for linear
plants. The MCCD mechanism clearly shows non linear behaviour. Application of the
hybrid control strategy to the MCCD would require the extension of this result to non
linear systems and further investigation in the modelling of hysteresis.
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• Resetting of the controller to particular initial states at the start of each new flow period
is of interest as it can improve the settling time of the system for non ideal FF-inputs. Ap-
plication of this strategy on real hardware still requires a rigorous proof of hybrid output
regulation for scanning and work on the practical implementation of this strategy.

• To be able to study the maximum realizable performance of the repetitive controller, we
avoided the use of a Q-filter. The L-filter design was based on the 4th order plant dyna-
mics and during the learning phase of the repetitive loop we did not apply any feedback
control. The practical implementation of the repetitive control method on the final MCC
hardware requires the use of a non causal Q-filter, inversion of the plant sensitivity func-
tion and detailed system identification to locate the relevant resonances of the plant in
the final setup. If this results in limited performance of the system, we will consider the
combination of repetitive control for FF learning (off line and without the application of
a Q-filter) and the use of the hybrid controller (applying the learned FF-input) during
operations.

• The actuator design has been optimized to reduce the moving mass and to maximize the
force constant of these units. The hysteresis, which is a direct result of the mass reduc-
tion, however limits the performance of the hybrid controller. Studying the possibility to
minimize hysteresis in the optimization of the actuators would be highly interesting, as
repetitive control has its own limitations (e.g., random noise amplification, numerically
intensive) and is not applicable for all reference profiles.




